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Abstract—A multidomain optical transport network composed
of heterogeneous optical transport technologies (e.g., flexi/fixed-
grid optical circuit switching and optical packet switching) and
control plane technologies (e.g., centralized OpenFlow or dis-
tributed GMPLS) does not naturally interoperate, and a network
orchestration mechanism is required. A network orchestrator al-
lows the composition of end-to-end network service provisioning
across multidomain optical networks comprising different trans-
port and control plane technologies. Software-defined networking
(SDN) is a key technology to address this requirement, since the
separation of control and data planes makes the SDN a suitable
candidate for end-to-end provisioning service orchestration across
multiple domains with heterogeneous control and transport tech-
nologies. This paper presents two different network orchestration’s
architectures based on the application-based network operations
(ABNO) which is being defined by IETF based on standard build-
ing blocks. Then, we experimentally assesses in the international
testbed of the STRAUSS project, an ABNO-based network orches-
trator for end-to-end multi-layer (OPS and Flexi-grid OCS) and
multidomain provisioning across heterogeneous control domains
(SDN/OpenFlow and GMPLS/Stateful PCE) employing dynamic
domain abstraction based on virtual node aggregation.

Index Terms—Control plane, flexi-grid optical networks, gen-
eralized multiprotocol label switching (GMPLS), openFlow, path
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computation element (PCE), software defined network (SDN),
stateful PCE, stateless PCE.

I. INTRODUCTION

IN recent years, new high-performance Internet applications
such as cloud computing and high-definition video stream-

ing are emerging. These applications have a common require-
ment for a high capacity network infrastructure, which can only
be provided efficiently by optical transport networks. Networks
based on dense wavelength division multiplexing (DWDM) sup-
porting optical circuit switching (OCS) do offer a mature and
robust high-bandwidth infrastructure. In order to support flexi-
ble and efficient transmission technologies and enable advanced
functionalities in the core network, optical networks are evolv-
ing towards a flexible DWDM grid [1], in which the optical
spectrum is dynamically and adaptively allocated by assign-
ing the necessary number of fixed sized slices of spectrum. On
the other hand, new switching and aggregation technologies
at sub-wavelength granularity are required to reduce the cost
and energy per bit, to increase scalability and maintain a high
throughput in terms of packets per second. These stringent re-
quirements can only be met by adopting optical aggregation and
switching technology based on optical packet switching (OPS)
[2].

Moreover, it is common practice for network operators to
fragment their optical transport networks into multiple domains
to cope with administrative and regional organizations. The frag-
mentation of a network into several domains can result in each
domain being provided by a different vendor with a different
control plane for the provisioning of dynamic, adaptive and
fault-tolerant connectivity services. Two control plane architec-
tures are active subjects of research, namely generalized multi
protocol label switching (GMPLS) and OpenFlow. The GMPLS
architecture is based on a distributed control plane (signaling,
routing and link management), and has been extended to support
delegating the path computation function to a Path Computation
Element (PCE) [3]. More recently, an active stateful PCE (AS-
PCE) architecture has been proposed whereby the capability of
dynamically setting up and releasing new connections (i.e., la-
bel switched paths; LSPs-), is exposed to external applications
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[4]. By contrast, OpenFlow is an open protocol which allows the
configuration of several network devices remotely through the
use of applications running on a logically centralized controller
[5].

When a physical infrastructure comprises heterogeneous op-
tical transport (e.g., flexi/fixed-grid OCS and OPS) and control
plane technologies (e.g., centralized OpenFlow and distributed
GMPLS), which are not interoperable, an orchestration mech-
anism is required. Thereby, the orchestration mechanism al-
lows the composition of end-to-end service provisioning and
recovery across multiple optical networks comprising different
transport and control plane technologies. Software defined net-
working (SDN) is a key technology to address this requirement
since it advocates the separation of control and data planes,
which eases the end-to-end provisioning and recovery service
orchestration across multiple domains with heterogeneous con-
trol and transport technologies. The ICT STRAUSS project [6]
is developing a network orchestration layer by using a SDN
orchestrator based on the application-based network operations
(ABNO) [7], [8], which is based on standard building blocks that
are currently being defined by Internet engineering task force.
The ABNO-based network orchestrator enables the seamless
interworking between GMPLS/PCE and SDN/OpenFlow con-
trol plane entities for end-to-end provisioning and recovery of
dynamic connectivity services across the targeted multi-layer
(OPS and Flexi-grid OCS) and multi-domain network.

The first proof-of-concept prototype of an ABNO-based
orchestration for multiple SDN/OpenFlow controllers was pre-
sented in [9] and [10]. In that work, the ABNO-based orchestra-
tor had a full view of the physical topology (i.e., node and
links) of each domain. Since this approach lacks of scala-
bility (for a very large number of nodes) and confidentiality
(SDN/OpenFlow controllers may not disclose internal topology
within a domain), in this paper we extend the ABNO-based
orchestrator to deal with abstracted views of the topology of
each domain. In addition, we also consider, for the first time,
the orchestration of end-to-end connectivity provisioning ser-
vices across not only multiple SDN/OpenFlow controllers but
also with GMPLS-controlled domains with AS-PCE. Failure
recovery is out of the scope of this work and we leave this as
future work. This paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we present the considered ABNO architecture for the network
orchestrator. Section III presents the proposed network orches-
tration’s architectures, analyzing the benefits and drawbacks of
each of them. Finally, in Section IV, we present the developed
proof-of-concept prototype and Section V concludes the paper.

II. ABNO ARCHITECTURE

This section presents the selected ABNO architecture for
the orchestration of multi-technology optical transport networks
(e.g., flexi/fixed-grid OCS and OPS) with heterogeneous con-
trol plane paradigms (e.g., GMPLS/PCE and OpenFlow). The
orchestrator is a parent controller which handles the automa-
tion of the end-to-end connectivity provisioning by controlling
the controller of each domain under its control. The orches-
trator works at a higher (and abstracted) level and covers only

Fig. 1. ABNO-based orchestrator architecture.

the inter-domain aspects of the connectivity provisioning across
different domains.

Fig. 1 presents the six building blocks of the ABNO ar-
chitecture that are required to support the multi-domain and
multi-layer network orchestration considered in this paper. The
orchestration controller runs the different workflows and can
interwork with the different blocks. The topology server (TS)
gathers the domain topology of each SDN/OpenFlow domain
controller exposed by the north-bound interface (NBI) and/or
the GMPLS/PCE domain through new protocols such as BGP-
LS [11] to obtain the traffic engineering database (TED) by BGP
peering. The TED stores the global network topology, which is
composed of the intra-domain topologies with the inter-domain
links connecting them. The PCE handles the path computa-
tion across the network graph provided by the TS and it has
been extended to deal with OpenFlow datapath identifiers [12].
The provisioning manager (PM) is responsible for the actual
flow establishment request to the OpenFlow domain controllers
through each specific controller’s NBI, and to the AS-PCE of
the GMPLS domains. The flow server is responsible for stor-
ing the state of the provisioned flows in the label switch path
database (LSPDB). Finally, the virtual network topology man-
ager (VNTM) is responsible to coordinate the path provisioning
in multi-layer networks by performing the layered establish-
ment of connections in the server layer (e.g., OCS connections)
and its promotion as logical link in the client layer (i.e., OPS).
It is worth mentioning that the NBI of the SDN/OpenFlow or
GMPLS/PCE controllers are typically technology and vendor
dependent. Thus, the network orchestrator shall implement dif-
ferent plugins for each of the controller’s NBI.

III. ABNO-BASED NETWORK ORCHESTRATION

ARCHITECTURES

In the next sections, two different architectures of the ABNO-
based orchestrator are presented along with the analysis of the
benefits and drawbacks of each of them. The two different ar-
chitectures differ by the level of network topology abstraction
and the hierarchy of the path computation responsibilities per-
formed.

A. Physical Network Topology Orchestration and Centralized
Path Computation

Fig. 2 shows the first proposed network orchestration ar-
chitecture, which centralizes the management of the complete
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Fig. 2. ABNO-based network orchestrator with physical network topology
and centralized path computation.

multi-layer physical network topology and the full end-to-end
path computation in the ABNO-based orchestrator. It differs
from our previous work in [9] and [10] because it considers
both OpenFlow and GMPLS domains at the same time. The TS
receives the complete physical network topology information
from each domain through the specific NBIs exposed by each
control plane for all involved switching layers. Thus, the PCE
can perform complete end-to-end path computations (i.e., spec-
ifying a complete and explicit strict hop list within each domain
involving all switching layers) across the whole multi-domain
network topology. Once the end-to-end path is calculated, the
PCE sends it to the orchestration controller which in turn sends
it to the PM that is responsible for identifying the involved
domains and sending customized/specific flow provisioning re-
quest messages for each one of the involved domain network
controllers through their specific NBIs. These flow provisioning
requests must specify the complete and strict hop list computed
by the PCE for each domain. Thus, it can be considered that the
OpenFlow and/or GMPLS domains have no path-computation
capabilities. In order to identify the corresponding domain con-
troller to forward the flow provisioning requests, the PM needs
to ask the TS for the association between network node and
network domain.

In terms of scalability (i.e., large number of network con-
trollers, large number of physical nodes), this architecture has
serious disadvantages because performing path computations in
large networks by a single centralized entity will become a com-
putationally intensive and complex operation. The large compu-
tational times may result in a higher blocking probability of the
multiple concurrent requests made to the path computation’ ser-
vice. Moreover, it is highly probable that the orchestrator’s TED
information will not be synchronized with the actual network
state under dynamic network scenarios since the TS must pro-
cess large volumes of network state changes generated by each
domain. It is worth noting that this information can be gener-
ated both asynchronously from the domain controller to the TS
(e.g., using BGP-LS) and through synchronous polling from the
TS to the domain controller (e.g., using a REST API). In ad-
dition, individual domain controllers may not want to disclose
their internal topology information outside its network domain
due to confidentiality policies and commercial competitiveness.

Fig. 3. ABNO-based network orchestrator with abstracted network topology
and distributed path computation.

From this analysis of the drawbacks of the first architecture of
the ABNO-based orchestrator, we defined a second architecture
of the orchestrator which can delegate part of the orchestration
functionalities to the distributed domain network controllers and
thereby alleviate the problems linked with having an orchestra-
tor working on the complete view of the multiple domains.

B. Abstracted Network Topology and Distributed Path
Computation

Fig. 3 shows the second proposed architecture of the net-
work orchestrator. The main architectural change introduced in
this approach is the delegation of some of the topology man-
agement and path computation tasks to the individual domain
controllers. In order to achieve this delegation, the second archi-
tecture includes three new modules inside each SDN/OpenFlow
controller, namely: Flow provisioning manager (FPM), abstract
topology manager (ATM), and path segment expansion (PSE)
and an AS-PCE in the GMPLS domain. The TS builds an ab-
stracted multi-domain and multi-layer topology based either on
the virtual node or abstract link aggregation mechanisms. The
virtual node aggregation mechanism abstracts internal connec-
tivity by representing each domain as a virtual node. This ab-
straction results in the border nodes of each domain being seen as
ports of the virtual nodes, which are connected with other virtual
nodes through inter-domain links. For the abstract link aggre-
gation mechanism, the network domain’s internal connectivity
can be dynamically mapped to a mesh of virtual links. Each
domain controller computes a path between the border nodes
of the domain and exposes these virtual links, together with
the border nodes, to the TS. Each SDN/OpenFlow controller’s
ATM module or the BGP-LS speaker in the GMPLS domain
is responsible for computing the abstract network topology and
performing the actual mapping of the virtual nodes/ports with
the real nodes/ports. They are responsible for the exposure of
the domain abstract topology (either based on virtual node or
abstract link aggregation mechanisms) to the orchestrator’s TS.

As for the path computation, it is performed in two stages. In
the first stage, the PCE of the ABNO-based orchestrator calcu-
lates a path through the abstracted multi-layer and multi-domain
topology. The PCE then performs the domain sequence selection
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by identifying the domains and border nodes involved in the cal-
culated path. The actual computation of the strict paths within
each domain between two border nodes (known as PSE) is
performed in parallel by either each SDN/OpenFlow controller
through the PSE module or the AS-PCE in the GMPLS domain
through the use of the complete intra-domain TED and regular
algorithms available within each domain. Specifically, the PM
requests the expansion of the path segment and the provisioning
of the flow to either the FPM module in the SDN/OpenFlow
domain or the AS-PCE in the GMPLS domain once the PCE of
the orchestrator performs the domain sequence selection. In the
case of the AS-PCE, it can perform both the expansion of the
path segment and the provisioning of the flow while for the FPM
module in the SDN/OpenFlow domain, it must send a path com-
putation request to the PSE to expand the path segment and, once
computed, the FPM requests to the SDN/OpenFlow controller
the provisioning of the computed complete intra-domain path.
In this approach, the scalability and confidentiality problems are
solved but new considerations must be taken into account such
as insufficient knowledge of the intra-domain resources avail-
ability by the orchestration layer. This may lead to a suboptimal
domain sequence selection.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL ASSESSMENT OF THE ABNO-BASED

NETWORK ORCHESTRATION

A. Experimental Scenario

Fig. 4(a) shows the available transport and control plane tech-
nologies of each partner’s network domain involved in the inter-
national testbed of the ICT STRAUSS project. Fig. 4(b) depicts
the network scenario deployed in order to experimentally as-
sess the end-to-end multi- layer and multi-domain provision-
ing across heterogeneous SDN/OpenFlow and GMPLS/PCE
controlled domains at the control plane level (i.e., no hard-
ware configuration is performed at the domains). The physical
network scenario consists of two SDN/OpenFlow-controlled
OPS domains (A and F) at KDDI R&D Labs in Japan, two
SDN/OpenFlow-controlled hybrid OPS/OCS domains (B and
E) at University of Bristol in UK, one GMPLS/PCE-controlled
OCS domain (C) at CTTC in Spain, and the ABNO-based
orchestrator located also at CTTC premises. The OpenFlow
controllers of the KDDI R&D Labs and University of Bristol
domains are connected to the controller of the CTTC domain
using OpenVPN tunnels for the exchange of control messages.
Each domain is seen as a virtual node by the ABNO-based
orchestrator with the exception of the two hybrid OPS/OCS do-
mains (Domain B and E) where each domain is represented with
two virtual nodes, one for each switching technology. Hence,
the border nodes of each domain are seen as ports of the vir-
tual nodes which are inter-connected through inter-domain links.
Each SDN/OpenFlow controller or BGP-LS speaker (in the case
of the GMPLS domain) is responsible for performing the ac-
tual mapping of the virtual node/ports with the real nodes/ports
and to expose the virtual topology information such as node_id,
port_id, port_type, supported range of OPS Labels or flexi-grid
nominal central frequencies to the network orchestrator.

Fig. 4. Experimental network scenario. (a) International Testbed of the
STRAUSS project. (b) Abstract and physical network view.

Fig. 5. OpenFlow controller for hybrid OPS-OCS domains.

Architecture and implementation details of the GMPLS con-
trol plane and AS-PCE are reported in [13] and [14].The OPS
controller has been implemented in TREMA and it has been
reported in [15]. As for the hybrid OPS/OCS SDN controller, it
is based on NOX. Fig. 5 shows the implemented architecture.
The description of each functional component of the controller
is given below:

� Northbound RESTful API: This component provides the
RESTful API through which the ABNO orchestrator can
interact with the OpenFlow controller.

� OpenFlow Drivers: The OpenFlow drivers can populate
the “Physical Switches + Peering Links” database when-
ever new switches connect to the OpenFlow controller and
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send OpenFlow features reply messages. In addition, the
OpenFlow drivers have the ability to interpret the abstract
switch configuration messages from the switch configura-
tor to the suitable OpenFlow messages for the switches.

� Physical Switches + Peering Links Database: The “Phys-
ical Switches + Peering Links” database keeps a record of
all the switches currently connected to the OpenFlow con-
troller. The database has also information about the ports
of each physical switch in it. For example, it can have de-
tails on which port of a given switch is connected to which
other peer port of another switch. Moreover, the database
can have information about the port type such as packet,
OCS and OPS.

� Physical to Virtual Entity Mapper: The physical to virtual
entity mapper is a component which can create virtual
representations of one or more physical switches. In the
context of this work, it was configured so that all switches
of a particular technology in a domain are represented by
one single virtual switch.

� Virtual Switches + Peering Links Database: The “Virtual
Switches + Peering Links” database stores the different
virtual switches which were created by the physical to
virtual entity mapper. In the context of this work, the peer-
ing links (the cross-technology and inter-domain links) are
also stored in this database together with the logical ports
that are created to connect to new flows being created.

� Path Computation Engine: The path computation engine
is a component that can take requests to set up flows be-
tween two virtual ports in the domain from the Northbound
RESTful API and calculate the appropriate path that needs
to be installed in the physical topology of the hybrid do-
main. When the path computation engine has calculated
successfully a path, instructions are sent to the switch con-
figurator for the configuration of the physical switches.

� Switch Configurator: The path computation engine is a
component that can take requests to set up flows be-
tween two virtual ports in the domain from the Northbound
RESTful API and calculate the appropriate path that needs
to be installed in the physical topology of the hybrid do-
main. When the path computation engine has calculated
successfully a path, instructions are sent to the switch con-
figurator for the configuration of the physical switches.

� Provisioned Flows/Paths Database: The “Provisioned
Flows/Paths” database stores all the successful computed
flows/paths that have been successfully configured into the
switches. Each flow has an identifier which links the flow
in the database with the logical ports that can be created
through the Northbound RESTful APIs.

B. OpenFlow-Controlled OPS Node Architecture

In the ideal case, the OPS nodes are able to support the Open-
Flow protocol and communicate with OpenFlow controllers di-
rectly, so that each OPS node can send packet-in message to the
controller and the controller can modify the Flowtable in the
OPS node in turn. Unfortunately, such an OpenFlow-supportive
OPS node is still not available at this moment. However, with

the introduction of an additional OpenFlow agent (OFA) be-
tween the OpenFlow controller and the regular OPS node, an
OPS network can still be controlled via OpenFlow. The OFA
is an extended OpenFlow switch that acts as a proxy for the
southbound OPS node. The OFA virtualizes the resources of the
OPS node (ports, available wavelengths and links, etc.) for the
controller, and translates the OpenFlow protocol messages into
commands that can be understood by the OPS node, thus en-
abling the communication between the controller and the OPS
node through message exchange and protocol translation in the
OFA. The OPS node switches packets according to a unique
label called OP-ID pre-assigned at the edge node. The optical
packet transponder has a label mapping table that maps the des-
tination IP address of incoming packet to a designated OP-ID,
according to which the node attaches this OP-ID to each packet
for later switching. Each OPS node holds another Forwarding
table, according to which the switch is configured to forward the
packet with a certain OP-ID from an input port to the appropriate
output port.

C. AS-PCE Architecture

A stateful PCE is a key element for the introduction of dy-
namics and adaptation in a GMPLS-based distributed control
plane for flexi-grid DWDM networks, as well as for enabling
the standardized deployment of the GMPLS control plane in the
SDN control architecture.

D. Logical OPS Link Creation

Let us consider the scenario where we need to provision an
OPS connection between a pair of OPS nodes from Domain A
and F. Since there is no OPS connectivity between Domain B
(V2) and Domain E (V6), the orchestration controller requests
to the VNTM the creation of a new logical OPS link between
virtual nodes V2 and V6 (see step 1 in Fig. 6(a)). In the step 1,
the VNTM requests to the PCE of the orchestrator a Flexi-grid
OCS path from V2 to V6 for a defined bandwidth based on the
ABNO’s policy (step 2). If the PCE can find a path solution
across Domains B, C and E (see Fig. 6(b)), it replies with the
spatial path (i.e., virtual nodes and links). In addition, the PCE
assigns a frequency slot to each virtual link corresponding to
inter-domain links.

In this experiment, we have made the assumption that each
domain border node is equipped with full 3R regeneration and
therefore, no spectrum continuity constraint must be satisfied
from end-to-end. In the following step 3, the orchestration con-
troller requests to the PM the setup of the end-to-end OCS flow
for the computed path. The first action performed by the PM is
to identify the domains that will be involved in the actual provi-
sioning of the end-to-end OCS flow. Subsequently, the second
action is to segment the received path into the corresponding
domains. For each domain segment, the PM must also iden-
tify the input virtual node/port and the output virtual node/port
as illustrated in Fig. 6(b). Finally, the PM requests the actual
provisioning of the domain segments using either each spe-
cific SDN controller’s Restful API NBI or the PCEP interface
for the instantiation of LSPs through an AS-PCE in the GMPLS
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Fig. 6. Logical OPS link creation. (a) Workflow for a Logical OPS Link
creation (V2 and V6). (b) Abstract and physical network view.

domain (step 4). Each domain must then map the received virtual
nodes/ports into real nodes/ports (e.g., V2/2–V3/3 in Domain B
to B1/3–B4/2) and expand the received segment by computing
an explicit path based on the physical topology information of
the domain. In addition, each domain must assign the required
frequency slot(s) to satisfy the bandwidth requirements.

Once all domain segments have been successfully provi-
sioned, the established OCS flow can then be used as a data link
for the OPS layer. To create a logical OPS link associated to the
OCS flow that can be used by the PCE when computing paths
and performing traffic grooming (i.e., multiple OPS flows may
be grouped over a single OCS flow), the VNTM requests to the
TS an available port identifier for node V2 and V6 (step 5). These
logical identifiers will be used to unambiguously identify
the created logical OPS link. In step 6, the VNTM requests
to the PM the mapping of the provisioned Flexi-grid OCS flow
and the logical OPS link by specifying the assigned port iden-
tifiers (i.e., V2/10 and V6/20). In step 7, the PM identifies the
domains associated to each virtual node and sends a request to

Fig. 7. OPS flow provisioning. (a) Workflow for an OPS flow provisioning
(A2-F3). (b) Abstract and physical network view.

map the assigned logical port to the established OCS flow at the
specified node. In order to achieve this, it was required to extend
the RestFul API of the SDN controller located in Domains B
and E with a new command: add_port(dpath, port, flow_id, type,
peer_dpath, peer_port). Once the mapping has been performed
successfully, the VNTM notifies the orchestration controller so
that it requests the TS to update its topology databases (step
8) to learn about the new logical OPS link. This trigger is re-
quired because the current RestFul API interface of the SDN
controller do not support asynchronous notification of changes
in the network topology, unlike BGP-LS or OSPF-TE routing
protocols.

E. OPS Flow Provisioning

The orchestration controller requests to the PCE the computa-
tion of a path between the OPS nodes A2 and F3 (see Fig. 7(a)).
Now, the PCE can compute a path through virtual nodes V1,
V2, V6 and V8 using the new logical OPS link (V2/10-V6/20),
as observed in Fig. 7(b) (blue line). After the PCE successfully
finishes the path computation, it replies with the spatial and the
assigned OPS labels to each inter-domain link. As mentioned
before, the assignment of either the frequency slot or the OPS
labels for the virtual links corresponding to inter-domain links is
responsibility of the ABNO-based orchestrator. Afterward, the
orchestration controller requests the provisioning of the com-
puted OPS path to the PM as in step 3 described previously.
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Fig. 8. Abstract OPS network topology seen by the ABNO-based orchestrator’s PCE drawn as a directed graph. (a) Before the provisioning of the OPS Link
between V2 and V6. (b) After the provisioning of the OPS Link between V2 and V6.

F. Experimental Assessment

In this experimentation, all the modules of the ABNO-based
orchestrator, with the exception of the PCE (IP:10.0.34.34),
have been implemented in a single server (IP:10.0.34.30). The
five control domains involved in the experimentation are the
following: two OpenFlow-controlled OPS domains from KDDI
R&D Labs (IP: 10.0.34.10 and 10.0.34.26), two OpenFlow-
controlled OPS/OCS domains from BRISTOL (IP: 10.0.34.6
with port 8080 and 8081) and a GMPLS-controlled OCS domain
with AS-PCE from CTTC (10.0.34.14). First, we request to
provision an OPS flow from Domain A to Domain F. Since
there is no OPS connectivity between V2 and V6, it requires
the creation of a logical OPS link between these pair of virtual
nodes following the steps described in the previous example.
Fig. 8 shows the abstract network topology seen by the ABNO-
based orchestrator’s PCE before and after establishing the OPS
link between V2 and V6. Fig. 9 shows a Wireshark capture at
the orchestration controller with the involved workflow: OCS
path computation to the PCE (see step 2 in Fig. 6(a)), OCS
flow provisioning for each domain (step 4), Logical OPS link
ID mapping (step 7), OPS path computation to PCE (see step 9
in Fig. 7(a)), and OPS flow provisioning per domain (step 10).
The provisioning time is above 7 s in average. We have also test
the provisioning of multi-layer and multi-domain connections

Fig. 9. Wireshark capture at the orchestration controller.

that reuse the provisioned OCS flow (i.e., traffic grooming),
and the provisioning time is reduced to 3 s in average.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented two SDN-based ABNO architec-
tures to perform the orchestration of end-to-end multi-layer
provisioning services in a multi-vendor environment, where
each domain may have different optical transport technologies
with its own control plane technology. In the first architecture,
the ABNO-based orchestrator had a full view of the physical
topology (i.e., node and links) of each domain. Since this ap-
proach lacks scalability (for a very large number of nodes) and
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confidentiality (SDN/OpenFlow and GMPLS/PCE controllers
may not disclose internal topology within a domain), in the
second proposed architecture, we have extended the ABNO-
based orchestrator to deal with abstracted views of the topology
of each domain in the second proposed architecture. In addi-
tion, we have also experimentally assessed in an international
testbed composed of CTTC, University of Bristol, and KDDI
R&d Labs, an ABNO-based network orchestrator for end-to-end
multi-layer (OPS and Flexi-grid OCS) and multi-domain provi-
sioning across heterogeneous control domains (SDN/OpenFlow
and GMPLS/Stateful PCE) employing dynamic domain abstrac-
tion based on virtual node aggregation.
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